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NXS MOTORSPORTS RETURNS AS ASSOCIATE SPONSOR FOR 2017

SOMERSET, PA: The Bilstein Modified Lite STARS International Championship Tour
announced today the signing of NXS Motorsports as an associate sponsor for the 2017 season.
NXS Motorsports, a leading parts manufacturer and distributer within the modified lite and dwarf
car industry, joins the growing family of sponsors for the popular dirt oval racing series now in
its tenth year of operation.

For the third consecutive year, NXS Motorsports has partnered with the premier modified lite
tour to support the 12 regional race leagues and more than 350 race teams throughout the
country. The NXS Motorsports sponsorship further strengthens the STARS tour mission to
provide competitors with fair and consistent guidelines based in safety and equal competition.
With a growing number of drivers from coast to coast, loyal fans with a passionate allegiance to
the race class will benefit from increased competition and fierce racing action.
“NXS Motorsports remains a valued and important partner to the STARS organization,” said
Modified Lite STARS President of Competition and Racing Operations Bill Bauer. “The support
that Darrel Lewis and his team provides both in sponsorship and through customer care is highly
regarded by both our race teams and fans.”
“We are very happy to be returning as a supporting member of the growing modified lite and
dwarf car community,” said NXS Motorsports owner and PRO Race Car dealer Darrel Lewis.
“After more than 10 years of working with many teams and manufacturers that make up this
unique family of racers, NXS Motorsports has grown to specialize in understanding driver
demands and consistently surpassing expectations.”
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Located in Hanoverton, Ohio, NXS Motorsports resides in a state of the art 5000 square foot
building with capabilities to support all your machine and welding needs. A proud PRO Race
Car dealer, NXS specializes in providing quality components for the modified lite and dwarf car
classes at the lowest possible price. With over $250,000 of inventory dedicated to modified lite
and dwarf race cars, NXS ensures drivers can get what they need fast to get back on the track.
Ordering is always easy online at nxs-motorsports.com and with over the phone support by
calling 330-870-5536.

Modified Lite STARS, Inc. is a non-profit organization serving as a national sanctioning body for
the Modified Lite racing class. Representing more than 350 race teams throughout North
America, the Modified Lite STARS organization serves a fast-growing segment of dirt oval
racing motorsports and is recognized as the leader in Modified Lite racing. In its tenth year of
operation, the Bilstein Modified Lite STARS International Championship Tour has gained
widespread acceptance with its standardized rules and growing sponsorship program.

The Bilstein Modified Lite STARS International Championship Tour is proudly supported by its
major sponsors: BILSTEIN Shock Absorbers, Hoosier Race Tire, Aero Race Wheels, SWIFT
Springs, ROD END Supply, ModLiteProject.com, NXS Motorsports, Knepper ATV Repair, PRO
Race Cars, Sidewinder Chassis, Velocity Race Cars, Extreme Motorsports, Reynolds Farm
Equipment, John Deer, Boyd’s Garage, Sauer & Sons Construction, Chasos Motorsports, and
Jokers Chassis.
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